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A CONDITION FORCING SPATIAL CURVES TO
DEVELOP TYPE-II SINGULARITIES UNDER CURVE
SHORTENING FLOW
GABRIEL J. H. KHAN
Abstract. We show that if a curve that any curve immersed in R3 has
everywhere positive torsion after the final inflection point, it develops a
type-II singularity under curve shortening flow.
1. Introduction
Let γ be a smooth immersion from S1 to Rn. We then define the following
differential equation.
(1) ∂tγ = κN
where κ is the curvature and N is the unit normal vector. We will study
solutions to this equation, which consist of a family of curves γt with t ∈
[0, ω) which satisfy (1) with γ0 = γ.
This is commonly referred to as curve shortening flow and is the sim-
plest example of mean curvature flow. Michael Gage and Richard Hamil-
ton proved short time existence and analyticity of the flow [4] and Matthew
Grayson proved that the flow continues so long as curvature remains bounded
[5]. However, since the flow is the L2 gradient flow for length of the curve
(hence the name), a singularity must emerge as some time ω. A blow-up
singularity is Type I if limt→ωMt · (ω− t) is bounded and Type II otherwise
where
(2) Mt = sup
p∈γt
κ2(p).
We use the results of [2] throughout and assume familiarity with this work.
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This is intended to show how strongly Grayson’s theorem fails in higher
dimensions. In two dimension, Grayson proved that any initially embed-
ded curve becomes convex. Combined with the earlier results of Gage and
Hamilton, this shows that any initially embedded curve remains embedded,
becomes convex and shrinks to a round point. In three dimensions, this
is very different. Initially embedded curves can intersect and this theorem
comes very close to showing that some embedded curves develop cusp-like
singularities
2. Positive Torsion Forces Type II Singularities
Theorem 1. Given a curve γ in R3 without flat points past the last inflection
point, under the curve shortening flow γt develops a type II singularity.
Proof. Suppose γ0 does not lie in any plane. Then, for all t where the flow
is defined, the torsion τ is non-zero as the flow is real-analytic so without
loss of generality, the torsion is not everywhere zero.
Now suppose γ develops a type I singularity at time ω. Then, under
renormalization as described in [2], γt approaches an Abresch-Langer so-
lution [1] with finite winding number in the C∞ sense [2]. For any such
Abresch-Langer curve S, supp∈S κ(p) ·L <∞ where L is the length of S, i.e.
L =
∫
S
ds.
Since γ converges to some S, the functional D(t) = supκt · Lt for t ∈ [0, ω)
and converges to a finite limit at ω. Let D = limt→ωD(t).
Furthermore, given that γ develops a type-I singularity, all blow up se-
quences are essential and since the curve converges to an Abresch Langer
solution, any sequence pm, tm such that limm→∞ tm = ω , by the rough
planarity theorem of [2],
lim
t→ω
sup
p∈γt
τ
κ
(p) = 0
where τ is the torsion of γt(p).
A consequence of the fact that all sequences are essential is that there
exists a time c ∈ [0, ω) such that for all t ∈ [c, ω), γt has no inflection points
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so torsion is defined everywhere on the curve. Suppose torsion is positive
for all time after c.
Now we consider the L1 norm of torsion on the curve γt for t ∈ [c, ω).
||τ ||1 =
∫
γt
|τ | ds
We parametrize γt smoothly by u ∈ [0, 2pi) and utilize the calculations
from [2] and [3] for the following few calculations.
∫
γt
|τ | ds =
∫
2pi
0
|τ | · v du where v2 = 〈∂uγt, ∂uγt〉.
Taking the derivative with respect to time, we obtain
∂t
∫
γt
|τ | ds = ∂t
∫
2pi
0
(|τ | · v) du =
∫
2pi
0
∂t(|τ | · v) du
We then calculate this explicitly.
∫
γ
∂t|τ | · v du =
∫
γ
∂t(τ · v) du
=
∫
2pi
0
(∂tτ) · v + (∂tv) · τ du
=
∫
2pi
0
(
2κ2τ + ∂s
(
2τ
κ
∂sκ
)
+ ∂2s τ)
)
· v
+− κ2 v · τ du
=
∫
2pi
0
κ2 τ v du+
∫
2pi
0
(
∂s
(
2τ
κ
∂sκ
)
+ ∂2s τ
)
· v du
=
∫
γ
κ2 τ ds+
∫
γ
∂s
(
2τ
κ
∂sκ
)
+ ∂2sτ ds
=
∫
γ
κ2 τ ds+
(
2τ
κ
∂sκ+ ∂sτ
)
|∂γ
Since the boundary of γ is empty,
∂t||τ ||1 =
∫
γt
κ2 · |τ | ds > 0.
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Therefore the L1 norm is positive and increasing and so approaches a
positive (possibly infinite) limit as t goes to ω. However,
sup
p∈γt
τ(p) · Lt ≥ ||τ ||1(t) > 0
so lim inft→ω supp∈γt τ(p) · Lt ≥ limt→ω ||τ ||1(t) = C > 0.
But then
lim
t→ω
sup
p∈γt
τ
κ
≥
C
D
> 0.
⇒⇐
Therefore γ cannot develop a type I singularity and so develops a type II
singularity. 
3. On the Emergence of Flat Points
A maximum principle argument shows that if a curve has no flat points,
then it does not develop any under the curve shortening flow except possibly
at inflection points. Suppose τ(p, t) = 0 and this is the first time for which
τ is ever non-positive. Then we compute the time derivative of τ at this
point.
∂tτ(p) = ∂
2
s τ + 2
1
κ
(∂sκ)(∂sτ) +
2τ
κ
(
∂2sκ−
1
κ
(∂sκ)
2 + κ3
)
= ∂2s τ + 2
1
κ
(∂sκ)(∂sτ) since τ = 0.
= ∂2s τ ≥ 0 since ∂sτ = 0 and p minimizes τ.
This argument does not work at inflection points, where torsion is not
defined. One could imagine that after an inflection point, a flat point could
emerge where the inflection point was. In the future we will try to study
this further and hopefully rule it out from occurring, which would give an
open condition in the C3 topology that ensures the curve develops a type 2
singularity.
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4. Going Forward
Various people have brought our attention to the following theorem. A
proof is given by He Siming in [6].
Theorem 2. Given a curve γ embedded on a standard sphere S2 in R3, γt
remains spherical under (1) and approaches a round point in the limit.
Combining these results is an extremely inefficient way to show that any
curve embedded on a sphere contains a flat point (a much simpler observa-
tion is that the total torsion is zero). In fact, Sedykh’s theorem states that
in this case, there are at least four such points.
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